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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which VCS feature is used to group endpoints in logical scheduling groups?
A. partitions
B. zones
C. areas
D. calling search spaces
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company has an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain that includes an AD
security
group named Development.
You have a member server that runs Windows Server 2008 R2 with the Hyper-V role installed.
You need to ensure that Development group members can only manage virtual machines
(VMs).
Development group members must not have administrative privileges on the host server.
What should you use?
A. Authorization Manager
B. Local Users and Groups
C. the net localgroup command
D. Active Directory Administrative Center
Answer: A
Explanation:
Hyper-V security is based on Authorization Manager API (known as AZMan). Similarly to VMM's
delegated
administration model, an administrator can configure a set of role objects and assign Active
Directory user and group accounts to those roles. Each role can be granted a set of permissions
for virtual machine access and management, and securable objects can be assigned to scopes,
which determine the objects against which access checks are performed. When a Hyper-V host
is added to VMM, VMM applies its own authorization layer, defined by the VMM user roles, to
determine the actions that VMM administrators and self-service users can perform on the
Hyper-V virtual machines while working in VMM. To do this, VMM creates its own AZMan
authorization store on the host computer. In VMM2008R2, the method for implementing user
roles in AZMan was changed to preserve role definitions and role memberships in the root
scope of the Hyper-V authorization store while VMM is managing a Hyper-V host. In VMM2008,
the Hyper-V roles are not used while a host is managed by VMM.

NEW QUESTION: 3
To implement Automatic Management (AMM), you set the following parameters:

When you try to start the database instance with these parameter settings, you receive the
following error message:
Identify the reason the instance failed to start.
A. The PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET parameter is set to zero.
B. The STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter is set to BASIC.
C. The SGA_MAX_SIZE and SGA_TARGET parameter values are not equal.
D. Both the SGA_TARGET and MEMORY_TARGET parameters are set.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Example:
SQL> startup force
ORA-00824: cannot set SGA_TARGET or MEMORY_TARGET due to existing internal settings
ORA-00848: STATISTICS_LEVEL cannot be set to BASIC with SGA_TARGET or MEMORY_TARGET

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which method can be used only in an ActionResponse?
A. setPortletMode
B. encodeURL
C. addProperty
D. setProperty
Answer: B
Explanation:
Corresponding to the requests, there are the PortletResponse, ActionResponse and
RenderResponse interfaces. The encodeURL() method of PortletResponse is used to encode
URLs used to access other resources within the application, such as servlets, images and static
files. The container will add in any addition state information that is required. The
ActionResponse response is used by processAction(). This method can send a redirect, change
the portlet mode, change the window state, and set parameters which will be included in
subsequent render requests.
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